
 
ABOUT THE BOOK

A war is coming, a battle that will stretch from
the prehistoric forests of the ancient past to
the cutting-edge research labs of today, all to
reveal a true mystery buried deep within our
DNA, a revelation that will leave readers
changed forever . . .
Read More

READ PREVIEW

Prologue + Chapter 1
Click Here to Read

  
REVIEWS

"Rollins has
constructed one
labyrinth that readers
will not want to
escape.”
— Booklist *Starred Review*

"Rollins knows just
how to balance the
science and history
with the ongoing
action.”
— Publishers Weekly

"James Rollins's best
thriller ever!”
— Brad Thor, New York Times
bestseller of Code of Conduct
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FROM THE AUTHOR

THE BONE LABYRINTH paperback debuts today!

I’m happy to report that the paperback edition of THE BONE LABYRINTH hits stands today. In the past,
several of my books “have gone to the dogs,” with scenes written from the viewpoint of a military working
dog. In this latest Sigma Force novel, I’ll be taking you into the perspective of a western mountain gorilla, to
shed light on what it means to be such a magnificent creature. Of course, when it comes to Commander
Gray Pierce and company, mayhem quickly ensues—involving the search into the origins of mankind’s
intelligence and a mystery tied to the lost continent of Atlantis. And since this book also deals with
Neanderthals, I thought it the perfect time to write scenes from the viewpoint of a character who has
appeared in multiple Sigma stories but who has never fully had the spotlight shone upon him. I’m speaking,
of course, of Joe Kowalski, Sigma’s resident expert in blowing things up. So consider yourselves warned!

Also included with the paperback edition is the short story, The Midnight Watch (featuring a solo escapade
with Mr. Kowalski) AND an early sneak peek at this winter’s next big Sigma novel, THE SEVENTH
PLAGUE.

—James Rollins 
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